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Supplemental Section 1: Characterization of Bead Flop

The linkage between the motor domain of dynein and the cargo is

flexible, which allows the bead to flop around the position of the mo-

tor while the motor is attached to a fixed position on the microtubule.

Due to noise arising from such thermally induced flop, there are large

instantaneousvelocities in theposition-versus-timedata,whichhave

no obvious connection to the mechanochemical properties of the

motor. It is therefore important to estimate and exclude the effects

of this floppy motion.

To do this, we first incubated beads with dynein in the absence of

ATP and then flowed them through a coverslip with immobilized

microtubules. After beads underwent a period of incubation in the

coverslip, we could observe them bound to microtubules under

the microscope. These beads were not motile, but they displayed

thermally induced flop (both along and perpendicular to microtu-

bules). We also characterized the flop of immotile dynein bound

beads in the presence of ADP and AMP-PNP (a non-hydrolyzable

form of ATP), with no ATP added. We did not detect any significant

difference in the characteristics of bead flop for all three cases (no

nucleotide at all, only ADP, and only AMP-PNP).

We used different dynein:bead ratios to find the flop properties of

a tether consisting of single or multiple dyneins. As expected, we ob-

served a general trend toward a decrease in flop for multiple motors.

In Figure S1A, we show a scatterplot of position in the X-Y (X along

MT; Y perpendicular to MT) plane for a flopping bead (gray circles)

presumably bound to a microtubule (MT) through a single-dynein

motor. A bead diffusing along the microtubule in the presence of

ATP (black circles) is also shown. Note the clear difference in motion

between diffusive and flopping beads. The scatterplot of a represen-

tative flopping bead (this behavior is typical of all flopping beads ob-

served) shows that it can move out farther perpendicular to the MT

than along the MT. This could be for two reasons:

1. Geometry: The MT prevents the bead from going all the way

down to the coverslip in the X direction (along the MT). Per-

pendicular to the MT (Y), the bead could go down all the

way to the coverslip.

2. The stiffness of the dynein tether could be different in the X

and Y directions. This is expected because it has two binding

points (the two heads) along the MT where it makes contact.

So, there is additional rigidity to the structure along the MT.

A normalized histogram of displacement along the microtubule

for flopping beads is shown in Figure S1B. The mean position (set

to zero) is assumed to be the fixed dynein tether position on the mi-

crotubule. A Gaussian fit (thick black line) gives a standard deviation

in position (s = 36.9 nm). From this, we calculated that the flopping

bead has a 0.7% chance of moving away more than 6100 nm from

the tether point as a result of thermal flop. In contrast, the diffusing

bead travels back and forth over several hundreds of nanometers.

Also note that the spread perpendicular to the MT is the same for

both flopping and diffusing beads. This shows that the diffusing

bead is bound to the MT all the time, although it can diffuse back

and forth along the MT.

Supplemental Section 2: Estimation of Backward Motion

under Load

In Figure 1C, inset (main text), we have reported the percentage of

backward motion under load for single-dynein, kinesin-1, and multi-

ple-dynein motors. In this estimation, it is important to distinguish

thermally driven random flop of the bead from backward slippage

under load. This thermal flop is reduced for an optically trapped

bead. Because the force due to the trap grows linearly as a function

of bead distance, the motor linkage stiffness should increase in

a linear fashion as the bead moves out of the trap. To estimate the

magnitude of flop of a dynein bound bead in the optical trap between

50%–100% load, we looked at the standard deviation in the position

of dynein-driven beads (spos) that stalled at somewhat lower forces

(between 0.5 to 0.8 pN). The value of spos within visibly flat-stalled re-

gions was found to be 7.1 6 0.6 nm (n = 20). Although this is a rough

estimation, this value of spos is an overestimate of the actual value

because of the possibility of steps within the visibily flat regions.

To score an event as a backward slide, we required the bead to

move backward by more than 10 nm. From an autocorrelation anal-

ysis of the positions of dynein bound trapped beads, we found a cor-

relation time of approximately 50 ms. To ensure that a scored event

was actually backward slippage and not bead flop, we required that

the >10 nm portion of backward slide should persist for at least

200 ms (at least four independent bead positions >10 nm). A one-

tailed t test gives p < 5% probability of finding four such independent

points beyond 10 nm just by random chance.

Supplemental Section 3: Estimation and Exclusion of Possible

Artifacts Arising from In Vitro Conditions

Irregular motor behavior such as that observed for dynein could also

arise because of the nature of in vitro experiments. For example, mo-

tor-protein function could be compromised in the artificial surround-

ings of a buffer-containing microscope sample chamber. Our earlier

report [S1] and current observation that the in vitro dynein stall force

is the same as that predicted from in vivo force measurements [S2]

suggest that the motor is functioning well and is undergoing its nor-

mal mechanochemical cycle under our in vitro conditions. However,

because a major conclusion of this paper is that single-dynein

motors show poor motion, we present below further analysis and

experiments to exclude the possibility that this poor performance

of dynein is an in vitro artifact.

Transient sticking of beads to the microscope coverslip is a prob-

lem typical of in vitro experiments and could in general lead to poor

qualities of motor-driven motion (e.g., lower velocities). To estimate

the extent of such sticking in our assays, we parsed the video tracks

of motor-driven beads into segments of constant velocity (see the

Experimental Procedures in the main text). We expect that the bead

would flop less when stuck, and therefore the variance in position of

the bead perpendicular to the MT (Vart) within a constant-velocity

segment can be used as an indicator of sticking. The ability to parse

data into segments allowed us to exclude segments where we sus-

pect the bead was stuck. After parsing, we rejected all segments for

which Vart was less than a threshold value (as determined from

beads nonspecifically stuck to the coverslip).

Why use the perpendicular-variance instead of a velocity thresh-

old? The perpendicular variance is a direct measure of the flop of a

bead. If a bead is stuck, both the parallel (along-MT) and perpendic-

ular variance will be low. The perpendicular variance is independent

of the bead’s motor-driven motion (which is along the MT) and is

therefore the correct parameter to estimate bead sticking. We did

not use a velocity threshold because single-dynein-driven motion

shows a large inherent variation in velocity, and we did not want to

exclude paused or low-velocity states. There are periods when the

cargo is paused (low velocity) because of the function of the motor

and not because of sticking. Our analysis allows distinction between

bead sticking (low velocity and reduced perpendicular variance) and

paused motor function (low velocity, but still large perpendicular

variance).

The percentage of data excluded (as a fraction of total time of mo-

tion) in this manner was approximately equal for single-dynein-

(7.3%) and kinesin (7.9%)-driven motion. This shows that any differ-

ence in properties of motion between these two motors reported

here is not due to bead sticking.



In assays for motion in vitro, motors are usually adsorbed non-

specifically onto a bead, and it is possible that a motor does not re-

side in its normal in vivo-like orientation on the bead surface. To rule

out the possibility that our results are compromised by abnormal

bead-motor attachment/orientation, we characterized the proper-

ties of dynein function when the dynein was bound to the bead

through a specific antibody-mediated attachment by using carbodii-

mide chemistry. We converted carboxyl groups on the bead surface

[S3] into amine-reactive esters by using 1-ethyl-3-[3-dimethylamino-

propyl]carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, Pierce, IL) as a zero-length

crosslinker in the presence of Sulfo-NHS (Pierce, IL). Beads were in-

cubated overnight in MES buffer (pH 5) with Sulfo-NHS, EDC, and

rabbit polyclonal dynein light chain (H-60) IgG (Santa Cruz Biotech-

nology). Under these conditions, the amine-activated groups form

a stable amide bond with the antibody. Activated carboxyl groups

not bound to antibody were quenched with glycine to prevent further

dynein binding at such sites. Such beads were then used for in vitro

motility assays with dynein as described above. As a control, we

prepared glycine-quenched beads in the absence of antibody, incu-

bated them with dynein as usual, and then scored the probability

that these beads would attach to MTs. At a dynein concentration

where antibody-coated beads showed a 90% chance (30 tested)

of binding and moving on MTs, not even a single control bead (30

tested) bound to the MT. This shows that dynein was specifically

attached to the beads through the light-chain antibody in our experi-

ments.

A dynein light-chain (LC) antibody was chosen because the LC is

known to mediate cargo binding [S4, S5] at the base of the dynein

molecule. Immuno-EM has clearly shown that the LCs are located

at the base of the dynein molecule, at the far end from the ATP-

hydrolyzing heads [S6]. Furthermore, all of the LCs are bound to the

intermediate chains and not the light intermediate chains or heavy

chains [S4, S7]. Therefore, the LCs are far away from the heavy

chains (motor domains) of dynein, and binding dynein through a LC

antibody ensures that the dynein cargo binding domain attaches to

the bead, so both motor heads are free to generate force on the MT.

The stall force (see Figure S5) and velocity of the light-chain anti-

body-attached dynein was identical (within experimental error; 26

beads tested) to that seen for nonspecifically adsorbed dynein. This

shows that, under our experimental conditions, the method of non-

specific attachment does not compromise dynein function on the

bead surface.

Supplemental Section 4: Parsing Program and Its Testing

The goal of our parsing procedure is to interpret molecular motor-

driven bead motion as a series of states of constant velocity. Track-

ing data (video tracking at 30 frames/s) is presented to the parsing

routine as a time series of X and Y coordinates of the cargo on

a plane. The microtubule is modeled as a straight line that best fits

the X-Y positions of the cargo. After finding a suitable model for

the microtubule, we find the projections of the positions of the cargo

on the microtubule. These projections can be interpreted as the po-

sitions (length versus time) of the motor on the microtubule. We de-

termine constant-velocity states by fitting the length versus time

data by a set of connected line segments. For this, we determine

the number of segments and find the optimal positions of the ends

of the segments (vertices). The task of selecting the optimal number

of segments is nontrivial because in general, models with a larger

number of segments will better fit the data. The program finds the

minimum number of segments that describe the data to within

some externally provided tolerance levels. We determine this toler-

ance from the flop of an immotile dynein-tethered bead.

To optimize the performance of the program, we adjusted the

program parameters until the residual noise after fitting closely

agreed with the distribution of positions of a dynein bound flopping

bead (shown in Figure S1B). Note that the result in Figure S1B is just

the observed positions of a flopping bead around a mean position

from its video track. There is no use of the parsing routine in this de-

termination. Figure S2 shows the distribution of residuals after the

Figure S1. Characterization of Flop of Dynein Bound Beads

(A) Flop and diffusion of dynein bound beads. A scatterplot in the

X-Y plane (X along MT, Y perpendicular to MT) is shown for an immo-

tile bead tethered to the MT through a single-dynein motor in the ab-

sence of ATP (gray dots). A scatterplot for a bead diffusing along the

MT (black dots) is also shown for the sake of comparison.

(B) Spread in position along the microtubule for a dynein bound flop-

ping bead in the absence of ATP. The mean position (zero) is as-

sumed to be the tether point. The thick black line is a Gaussian fit

to the histogram and yields a standard deviation of 36.9 nm.

Figure S2. Residual after Multiple Single-Dynein Tracks Were Fit to

Constant-Velocity Segments with the Parsing Program

The black line is a Gaussian fit yielding a standard deviation of

39.9 nm. This value is in close agreement with the spread in positions

of a flopping bead bound by a single dynein (see Figure S1B).
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parsing program runs on video tracks of dynein motion. The distribu-

tion of residuals is Gaussian and shows good agreement with the

distribution of a flopping bead (Figure S1B). This implies that parsing

is able to approximate the bead motion reliably in terms of linear

constant-velocity segments. The residual left within each segment

after parsing is just the flop of the bead within this segment. As men-

tioned earlier, this is precisely the aim of our parsing program.

To test how reliably the parsing program estimates velocities, we

generated artificial video tracks with two velocity states. These

states had a mean velocity of +300 nm/s and –300 nm/s and a Gauss-

ian distribution of velocity (s =100 nm/s) around both these mean

values. The constant-velocity segments within each state had an ex-

ponentially decaying distribution of lengths, with an average length

of 500 nm. Noise with characteristics similar to the thermal fluctua-

tions of a flopping bead (see Figure S1B) was added to these tracks.

A plot of total length traveled versus velocity is shown in Figure

S3. To generate this plot, we first parsed the simulated tracks into

constant-velocity segments. Then we added the length of all seg-

ments lying within a velocity bin and repeated the procedure across

the whole velocity range. The results from parsing (gray vertical bars)

are superimposed with the known distribution (thick black line). The

close agreement is evidence that the parsing routine can reliably ex-

tract all the segments pertaining to a particular velocity bin. The total

distance (L) within each velocity state is the sum of all segment

lengths within this state. For the –300 nm/s velocity state, Lknown=

4153 mm and Lparsing= 4107 mm. For the +300 nm/s velocity state,

Lknown= 4153 mm and Lparsing= 4034 mm. Thus, the parsing routine

is able to reliably identify velocity segments in simulated data having

noise similar to the flop of dynein bound beads. Further testing and

Figure S3. Test for the Parsing Routine

Artificial data (with added noise) consisting of two velocity states

(+300 nm/s and 2300 nm/s), and a distribution of velocity-segment

lengths within each state was generated. The program is able to cor-

rectly identify all segments within a given velocity bin (see text for

details).

Figure S4. Properties of Diffusive Motion of Beads bound to the MT through a Dynein Tether

(A) The parsing routine was used to parse diffusive motion from video tracks (15 different beads used) into constant-velocity segments. Param-

eters of the program were the same as those used to determine properties of directed motion due to dynein. The accessible range of velocities is

shown.

(B) The accessible range of segment lengths during diffusive motion is shown.

(C) A long segment of diffusive motion of a bead (dark circles) is shown superimposed with a flopping dynein bound bead in the absence of ATP

(gray circles). The diffusing bead samples almost 2 mm of the microtubule length.

(D) The mean squared deviation of positions from seven diffusing beads as a function of time (thin gray lines) is shown. The averaged mean

square deviation of these beads (hollow circles) shows a linear dependence (thick dark line) characteristic of diffusion. The linear fit yields a dif-

fusion coefficient (D) of 0.021 mm 2/s if we use <x2> = 2Dt.
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details of the algorithm will be presented elsewhere (our unpub-

lished data).

Supplemental Section 5: Estimation of the Number of Active

Motors on a Bead

Experiments to probe single-motor behavior were performed at low

motor concentration, where the probability of more than one func-

tional motor attaching to and moving a bead (also called binding

fraction) is negligible [S8]. To arrive at this limit, we mapped out

the fraction of beads binding as a function of motor concentration.

We scored whether a motor-coated bead bound to a microtubule

when the optical trap was used to place the bead in close proximity

to the microtubule and confirmed that the form of the curve was con-

sistent with the requirement of only a single motor to move the bead

(see Figure S6). Single-motor assays were then performed at

a bead:microtubule binding fraction of 0.5 or less. In this limit, the

probability of two motors simultaneously driving the motion of

a bead is <5% by Poisson statistics. Thus, in the single-motor as-

says, >95% of moving beads are driven by single-dynein molecules.

This is confirmed by the fact that a similar force-generation profile is

seen for >95% of beads moving in the optical trap.

For experiments on beads driven by two or more dyneins, we

gradually increased the dynein concentration in the incubation mix-

ture. In a concentration regime where the binding fraction was be-

tween 0.5 and approximately 0.8, we found a mixture of single-

and two-dynein-driven motion with rare instances of motion driven

by more than two dyneins (as estimated from stall-force measure-

ment). There was a distinct crossover behavior in the properties of

motion in this regime. Although many beads moved short distances

(<1 mm, as expected for single motors) and detached, we also found

beads moving over a long distance (>4 mm) before reaching the mi-

crotubule end or detaching. The motion of these long-moving beads

was visibly more robust and faster than the single-dynein-driven

short motion. Data reported to be two-dynein-driven motion was

mostly taken from this crossover regime of dynein concentration.

When the motor concentration increased further, all beads bound

and moved on microtubules (binding fraction = 1). We found no short

runs typical of single dyneins at this concentration. Stall-force

measurements in this limit showed that approximately 60% of the

beads would exert a force close to 2 pN. The rest of the beads would

either stall with forces between 2 and 3.7 pN or escape from the trap.

Beads escaping from the trap were estimated to exert at least a force

of approximately 4 pN, in consideration of the weak nonlinear regime

of trap stiffness beyond 160 nm from the center of the trap (see Fig-

ure 3C, main text).

Supplemental Section 6: Model for the Unproductive State

Showing Back-and-Forth Motion of Dynein

As stated in the main text (see section ‘‘Nature of the Unproductive

State’’), two models could be imagined: (1) These periods reflect the

motor’s having a second off-pathway state where it is unproductive

and which under some circumstances allows backward motion or (2)

the motor has a fixed probability (PB) of taking a backward step at

every pass through its hydrolytic cycle. Differentiating between

these two models is important because it has implications for under-

standing dynein function at the single-molecule level as well as for

understanding how dynein’s in vivo function is achieved. In what fol-

lows, we provide several lines of evidence to rule out the second

model.

For the second model, we can estimate values of PB that would be

required to produce the characteristics of motion identified by our

parsing program (see Figures 2A and 2B and Table 1 in the main

text). We simulated a Poisson stepper with constant probability PB

of a back step at every step and a step size of 24 nm, which is close

to the expected mean step size for dynein motion under no load [S1].

The overall net velocity reflecting the combined forward and back-

ward motion was 200 nm/s, which is close to the velocity of sin-

gle-dynein motion (Table 1). Thermal fluctuations of the position of

the cargo around the motor are modeled as a confined random

walk with an effective diffusion coefficient derived from video tracks

of immotile flopping beads. We analyzed the simulated motion with

the parsing program. For the parsing routine to detect 19% net

backward motion (as seen for single dyneins; Figure 2A of the

main text), we require PB to be approximately 46% in the simula-

tions. This is hard to imagine because it would make dynein remark-

ably inefficient. To further investigate the likelihood of this, we

looked at the motion of dynein under load. For kinesin (and presum-

ably dynein), when under load, the probability of back steps in-

creases exponentially [S9]. Thus, we would expect that for dynein

Figure S5. Representative Stall-Force Record of Single-Dynein Mo-

tor Specifically Bound to a Bead through a Dynein Light-Chain Anti-

body via Carbodiimide Chemistry

This attachment ensures that the cargo binding domain of dynein is

attached to the bead and that both motor domains (heavy chains)

are free to generate force against the microtubule. The observed

stall force is the same (approximately 1 pN) as that determined

from dynein attached nonspecifically to the bead (passive attach-

ment) and also as that predicted from in vivo dynein stall-force

measurements (see main text). This provides evidence that dynein

is able to undergo its normal mechanochemical cycle and force gen-

eration when it is attached nonspecifically.

Figure S6. Bead-to-Microtubule Binding Probability as a Function

of the Molar Ratio of Dynein-Coated Beads

ATP concentration = 1 mM. Solid curve is a fit to single-molecule

Poisson distribution P(n) = 1 2 exp(2n/b). Binding efficiency (b) from

fit = 400 6 38. Dashed curve: attempted fit to a two-molecule Pois-

son distribution P(n) = 1 2 exp(2n/b) 2 (n/b)exp(2n/b). Error bar =

6O[P(1 2 P)/N], where P is the binding probability and N is the num-

ber of beads tested. An optical trap was used to bring dynein-coated

beads into contact with immobilized MTs.
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under load, PB should be >46%, which is much higher than the typ-

ical backward motion under load for single dynein (for example, see

Figure 1C of the main text).

Another observation inconsistent with the second model is that

dynein-driven beads never generate stalls in the plus-end direction

in the optical trap. In the trap, we never observed any instance of

long plus-end motion. This implies that although large excursions

in the plus-end direction are possible under no load (see Figure 6

of the main text and also Figure S4C), they do not result from the mo-

tor actively generating force in the plus direction. In contrast, if the

backward motion reflected diffusion (see below), force production

would not be expected. Thus, from several lines of evidence, the

backward segments during multiple-motor-driven motion cannot

arise from motors stepping backward randomly and independently

during their cycle. We therefore favor the first model, where the re-

verse motion arises from the motor having a second off-pathway

state, which we term the ‘‘unproductive state’’ of dynein.

Supplemental Section 7: Properties of Diffusive Motion

We checked whether dynein-tethered beads diffusing along micro-

tubules could give rise to the observed distribution of backward

(plus-directed; see Figure 2A of the main text) motion seen for sin-

gle-dynein motors. For this, we used the parsing program to find

constant-velocity segments within long, diffusive segments of mo-

tion. We selected from our data pool 15 beads that had long back-

and-forth periods of motion.

The parsing program had exactly the same parameters as those

used in the analysis of single-dynein-driven directed motion (main

text Figures 1A, 2A and 2B). The histograms of segment length

and velocity are symmetric, as expected for 1D-diffusion (Figures

S4A and S4B). The range of velocities and segment lengths is very

similar to that of the backward (plus) motion for single-dynein mo-

tors (compare Figures S4A and S4B with Figures 2A and 2B of the

main text). This shows that the segment velocities and segment

lengths seen for backward motion of single dyneins are accessible

through diffusive motion. Figure S4C shows a representative video

track of a long segment of diffusion. The bead samples almost 2

mm of the microtubule length. To further test if such segments of mo-

tion were diffusive, we show the mean squared deviation (MSD) as

a function of time of seven diffusing beads (thin gray lines). A large

variation can be seen, as also observed by other workers [S10].

The average MSD as a function of time (open circles) is fitted to

a straight line, yielding a diffusion coefficient of 0.021 mm2/s, compa-

rable to earlier reported values [S10]. The linear dependence sug-

gests a diffusive nature of motion.
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